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Abstract
After a brief introductory survey, the thesis is divided into two parts. The first part deals

with the presence of probability in logic (see [3–7, 9, 10]), and the second one is devoted
to the application of the concept of entropy in classification of many-valued logics (see
[1, 2, 8]).
The basic idea, dominant in the first part of the thesis, is to enrich the Gentzen’s sequent

calculus LK for propositional classical logic by a kind of probability operator defined over
the sequents Γ � Δ in order to express the fact that “the truthfulness probability of Γ � Δ
belongs to the interval [a, b] ⊆ [0, 1]”. We introduce the following four systems: LKprob,
LKprob(ε), NKprob, and LKfuzz. The basic form of sequents in LKprob is Γ �ba Δ with
the above given intended meaning. The system LKprob(ε) is focused on the Suppes’ forms
Γ �n Δ enabling to formalize the sentence “the truthfulness probability of Γ � Δ belongs
to the interval [1 − nε, 1] ⊆ [0, 1]”, for some n ∈ N and a small real ε > 0. The system
NKprob presents a natural deduction counterpart of the sequent calculus LKprob. The
models founded on Carnap–Popper–Leblance probability semantics are defined for each of
these calculi and accompanied by the corresponding soundness and completeness results.
Finally, the calculus LKfuzz is introduced with a more general form of the sequents Γ �x Δ,
where x is an element of a finite lattice, with the aim to describe a fuzzification of LK . The
meaning of Γ �x Δ is that “x is the fuzziness measure of Γ � Δ”. Models for LKfuzz are
given with soundness and completeness results, and a proof-theoretical treatment ofLKfuzz
includes the cut-elimination theorem.
The second part of the thesis explores the fact that each logical system associated with

the partition induced by the corresponding Lindenbaum–Tarski algebra makes it possible
to define its entropy. We define the entropy of a logical system based on geometric distri-
bution of measures over matching partition of set of formulae. This definition enables the
classification of many-valued propositional logics according to their entropies. Asymptotic
entropy approximations for some infinite-valued logics are proposed as well. The considered
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classification examples include Lukasiewicz’s, Kleene’s and Priest’s three-valued logics, Bel-
nap’s four-valued logic, Gödel’s andMcKay’sm-valued logics, and Heyting’s and Dummett’s
infinite-valued logics.
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Abstract
We investigate the relative complexity of mathematical constructions and theorems using

the frameworks of computable reducibilities and reverse mathematics.
First, we study the computational content of various theorems with reverse mathematical

strength around Arithmetical Transfinite Recursion (ATR0) from the point of view of com-
putable reducibilities, in particular Weihrauch reducibility. We show that it is equally hard
to construct an embedding between two given well-orderings, as it is to construct a Turing
jump hierarchy on a given well-ordering. We obtain a similar result for Fraı̈ssé’s conjecture
restricted to well-orderings.
We then turn our attention to König’s duality theorem, which generalizes König’s theo-

rem about matchings and covers to infinite bipartite graphs. We show that the problem of
constructing a König cover of a given bipartite graph is roughly as hard as the following
“two-sided” version of the aforementioned jump hierarchy problem: given a linear ordering
L, construct either a jump hierarchy on L (which may be a pseudohierarchy), or an infi-
nite L-descending sequence. We also obtain several results relating the above problems with
choice on Baire space (choosing a path on a given ill-founded tree) and unique choice on
Baire space (given a tree with a unique path, produce said path).
Next, we investigate three known ways to formalize the notion of solving a problem by

applying other problems in series: the compositional product, the reduction game, and the
step product. We clarify the relationships between them by giving sufficient conditions for
them to be equivalent. We also show that they are not equivalent in general.
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